
TROPICAL WIND, ENERGY CONVERSION, REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT (TWERLE)

Status Report 

(For the Period Ending 31 March 1973)

The major activities to report for this period are as follows:

1. Three TWERLE test balloons are still flying, having now logged over 
500 days in the Southern Hemisphere at the 150 mb density altitude.

The TWERLE Flight Hardware Development Program progressed to final 
design stages of the balloon, solar panel, data encoder, transmitter/ 
oscillator, temperature sensor and pressure sensor. The antenna is currently 
undergoing fabrication design. Cold chamber testing and electrical check
out of the flight prototypes will begin as soon as the units are available.

2. The Balloon Procurement Package has been finalized and discussed with 
three potential bidders. The Request for Bids will be sent out of our 
Contracts Office by 4 April.

3. We are waiting for the three IRLS/BIP receivers to be sent to us from 
GSFC, so that they can be modified and incorporated into a ground station 

test-set to be used at each launch site. The first of these ground stations 
will be used to test the RF link from a balloon this May or June. This 
change in the test program has been made since the spacecraft equipment at 
Texas Instruments is on a very tight production schedule.

4. Work is starting on the computer interface from GSFC to NCAR.

5. The University of Wisconsin is planning to deliver to us the procure
ment package for the TWERLE transmitter (TTX) by the 6th of April and the 
TWERLE pressure sensor package by the end of April. They are also fabricating 
prototypes for pre-production testing and manufacturing models.

6. Our main area of concern now is the total payload weight. The present 
balloon design is capable of carrying 1500 grams to 150 mb - our present 
engineering weight estimates leave less than a 100-gram margins
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Temperature Sensor (TTS) 
Pressure Sensor (TPS) 
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Voltage Regulator
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Three alternatives to this weight problem have been discussed:

a) increase volume of balloon

b) decrease electronic package weights

c) use present volume of balloon with reduction in float altitude 
of 60 meters for each 50 grams in excess of 1500-gram payload.

* * *


